
What is therapy?

Different forms of therapy

Things to consider

Everyone at one time or another needs support. When feeling overwhelmed having 
someone to talk to can make all the difference. Talking with someone who you can 

build a trusting relationship with in a safe environment can provide the support 
needed in these difficult times. 

Therapy can help with self exploration and understanding providing new perspectives 
that can empower you to make changes as our awreness around choice grows. 

Whether we have issues in our personal, work or home life, past difficulties or 
something happening in the present, therapy can provide a platform to help manage 

the feelings that come with traumatic experiences.

- Online and telephone work is different. 
- If you are moving from face to face to 
  online or phone you may feel separation 
  anxiety. 

Reasons for accessing therapy

People come to therapy for differnt reasons - stress, anxiety, depression, reltionship 
problems, grief, isolation, low mood, self-esteem, anger, trumatic events, self-harm, 

childhood abuse or neglect, drug or alchohol abuse, long term health issues and 
many more . . .

- Psychological responses can feel differnt 
  or more intense. 
- Consider the additional security limitaions.
- Technology can be unpredictable at times!

Outdoor
In an agreed green 
space - often known 
as Walk & Talk. You 
may decide to walk 
or find a spot to sit

Telephone
Voice only therapy -
 You will need to be 
somewhere private
where you can talk
comfortably

Online
Using an encrypted 
video calling service 
allows you to see 
and hear each other 
for the session

Face to Face
Meeting with your 
theapist in a safe 
confidential space



How can I get therapy?
You can find a therapist in your area by visiting the BACP or UKCP website. 
Simply browse the profile pages and contact the therapist of your chosing. 

If they have suitable availability they will offer you an initial meeting where you 
will have the opportunity to talk through what you would like support with. 
You can ask as many questions as you like about the therapist and their work. 

It may emerge that the best way forward is to recommend someone else at this stage. 

The difference between Counselling & Psychotherapy?

Psychotherapy is considered to be a longer term, more indepth way of working.
Counselling is considered to be shorter term offering brief focal contracting.
Despite these differnces both modailities respect the values and choices of the

client. It is a voluntary and collaborative process. It requires you to have an active 
involvement and investment in the work. This invloves spending time exploring your
thoughts and feelings to arrive at some clarity and understanding. Depending on the 
training of the counsellor /therapist some may suggest using more creative ways of
working. There are many different approaches to psychotherapy and it is a good idea
to do some research so you can make an infomred decision on chosing an approach. 
Everyone is different and therefore some approaches speak to us more than others. 

All counsellors and therapists registered on the BACP and UKCP website have 
regular clincal supervision. 

The cost per session is outlined by each individual practitioner.

Confidentiality

All counselling and psychotherapy is confidential. However when there are serious
concerns regarding your safety or the safety of others we may need to share this

information. Wherever possible your therapist should always talk to you before sharing
any information. Any limitations regarding confidentiality should be fully discussed
with you during your initial meeting before you begin therapy. All counsellors and

therapists registered on the BACP and UKCP website are bound by a professional code
of Ethics and Practice. All supervisors are bound by the same professional code.

If you both agree to work together a suitable time and date will be confirmed for 
your fist session. Each session will usually last 50 minutes and will be on the same day 

and time each week. The duration of the work will be reviewed throughout the process.


